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Abstract.
The control of the spatial distribution of micrometer-sized dust particles
in capacitively coupled radio frequency discharges is relevant for research and
applications. Typically, dust particles in plasmas form a layer located at the
sheath edge adjacent to the bottom electrode. Here, a method of manipulating this
distribution by the application of a specific excitation waveform, i.e. two consecutive
harmonics, is discussed. Tuning the phase angle θ between the two harmonics allows
to adjust the discharge symmetry via the Electrical Asymmetry Effect (EAE). An
adiabatic (continuous) phase shift leaves the dust particles at an equilibrium position
close to the lower sheath edge. Their levitation can be correlated with the electric field
profile. By applying an abrupt phase shift the dust particles are transported between
both sheaths through the plasma bulk and partially reside at an equilibium position
close to the upper sheath edge. Hence, the potential profile in the bulk region is
probed by the dust particles providing indirect information on plasma properties. The
respective motion is understood by an analytical model, showing both the limitations
and possible ways of optimizing this sheath-to-sheath transport. A classification of the
transport depending on the change in the dc self bias is provided, and the pressure
dependence is discussed.
PACS numbers: 52.27.Lw, 52.40.Kh, 52.65.Rr, 52.80.Pi
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1. Introduction
Dusty plasmas exhibit interesting physical phenomena [1, 2] such as the interaction of
the plasma sheath [3–6] and bulk [7] with the dust particles, the occurrence of waves
[8] and instabilities [9–11], phase transitions [12–16], and the formation of Coulomb
crystals [17–20]. They have drawn a great attention for industrial application because
dust particles in plasmas play various roles: on one hand the accumulation of dust
particles is a major problem for device operation in fusion plasma reactors as well
as for semiconductor manufacturing [21–25], i.e. they are impurities to be removed.
On the other hand, they are of general importance for deposition purposes [26, 27]
and it is well known that an enhanced control of such dust particles in plasmas has
the potential to realize the bottom up approach of fabricating novel materials, e.g.,
microelectronic circuits, medical components, and catalysts [28–33]. In all cases the
manipulation of dust particles, which is realized by controlling forces exerted on them
such as electrostatic, thermophoretic, ion drag, and gravitational forces, or externally
applied ones, e.g., created by a laser beam [34–37], is crucially important. Furthermore,
the use of dust particles as probes of these forces revealing plasma properties is a current
topic of research [38, 39].
We have developed a novel method to control the transport of dust particles in
a capacitively coupled radio frequency (CCRF) discharge by controlling the electrical
symmetry of the discharge [40]. Alternative dust manipulation methods using electrical
pulses applied to wires have also been reported [41–44]. Our dust manipulation method
is based on the Electrical Asymmetry Effect (EAE) [45]. The EAE allows to generate
and control a dc self bias, η, electrically even in geometrically symmetric discharges. It
is based on driving one electrode with a particular voltage waveform, φ∼(t), which is
the sum of two consecutive harmonics with an adjustable phase shift, θ:
φ∼(t) =
1
2
φ0[cos(2πft+ θ) + cos(4πft)]. (1)
Here, φ0 is the identical amplitude of both harmonics. In such discharges, η is an
almost linear function of θ. In this way, separate control of the ion mean energy
and flux at both electrodes is realized in an almost ideal way. At low pressures of
a few Pa, the EAE additionally allows one to control the maximum sheath voltage and
width at each electrode by adjusting θ [45], resulting in the control of forces exerted
on dust particles, such as electrostatic and ion drag forces. In contrast to the pulsing
methods mentioned above, the change in the phase angle does not require a change in
the applied power or RF amplitude. Furthermore, it is a radio frequency technique, i.e.
no DC voltage is applied externally and the EAE is, therefore, applicable to capacitive
discharge applications with dielectric electrode surfaces, without the need for additional
electrodes or power supplies for the pulsing. The EAE can be optimized with respect
to the control range of the dc self-bias by choosing non-equal voltage amplitudes for
the individual harmonics [46] or by adding more consecutive harmonics to the applied
voltage waveform [47, 48]. In this study we intend to describe the basic mechanisms
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of the manipulation of the dust particle distribution in electrically asymmetric CCRF
discharges. Thus, we restrict ourselves to the simplest case described by Eq. (1). It is
important for the analysis carried out in this work that the dust density is sufficiently
low so that the plasma parameters are not disturbed by the dust particles. A large
concentration of dust particles disturbs the electron density and can cause a significant
change of the dc self bias when distributed asymmetrically between the sheaths [49–51].
The critical parameter for the disturbance is Havnes’ value: P = 695Terdnd/ni, where
Te, rd, nd and ni are electron temperature, radius of dust particles, their number density
and ion density, respectively [17, 52]. P is basically the ratio of the charge density of
dust particles to that of ions. The concentration of dust particles disturbs the electron
density for P > 1, while it does not for P << 1. In the critical region Pc = 0.1 − 1
the charge of the dust particles becomes significant in the total charge balance [52]. We
calculate P ≈ 10−3 for our experiment, which is well below the Pc. For this estimation,
direct images of dust particles were analyzed and a mean distance between particles of
about 1 mm is determined. Thus, the concentration of dust particles is quite low in this
study and they do not disturb the plasma.
This paper is structured in the following way: this introduction is followed by a
description of the methods used in this work. There, information on the experimental
setup as well as the numerical simulation method is provided, and the analytical
approaches on the RF sheath driven by non-sinusoidal voltage waveforms and the
motion of dust particles in the plasma bulk region are explained. The results, which
are presented and discussed in the third section, include the control of the dc self
bias in dusty plasmas via the EAE, the change of the dust levitation position when
changing the phase angle adiabatically (continuously), the motion of dust particles
through the plasma bulk when tuning the phase angle abruptly, and a classification
of the dust particle transport depending on the change in the dc self bias and the
discharge conditions. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section four.
2. Methods
2.1. Experiment
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. The experiments are carried out using a CCRF
discharge operated in argon gas at p = 2 - 13 Pa, excited by applying φ∼(t) according
to Eq. (1) with f = 13.56 MHz and φ0 = 200 - 240 V. The applied voltage and the dc
self bias are measured using a high voltage probe. Details of the electrical circuit have
been provided in previous papers [40, 53]. The lower (powered) and upper (grounded)
electrodes of 100 mm diameter are placed at a distance of d = 22 mm. The plasma is
confined radially between the electrodes by a glass cylinder to improve the discharge
symmetry. Both the grounded chamber and the powered electrode are water cooled to
eliminate the influence of the thermophoretic force. The upper electrode has a 20 mm
diameter hole sealed with a fine sieve in the center for injecting SiO2 dust particles of 1.5
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µm in size, from a dispenser situated above the upper electrode. The gap between the
upper electrode and the dispenser, which is located at the center of the upper electrode,
is sealed with a teflon ring to prevent any disturbances due to gas flowing through the
gap. The supply of argon gas inside the glass cylinder is realized through slits of a
teflon ring, which is placed between the glass cylinder and the grounded electrode. An
aluminum ring (100 mm outer diameter, 60 mm inner diameter, 2 mm height) is set
on the lower electrode to confine the dust particles radially. The injected dust particles
initially tend to reside relatively near the edge inside the aluminum ring, therefore the
observation area is taken to be in the region of 2 mm ≤ z ≤ 22 mm and 18 mm ≤ r ≤
25 mm using a two dimensional laser light scattering (2DLLS) method [23,28,29,54] as
shown in Fig. 1. A vertical laser sheet passes between the two electrodes, with height
and width of 20 mm and 1 mm, respectively. The laser power is 150 mW at 532 nm.
The light scattered by the dust particles is detected through a side window using a CCD
camera equipped with an interference filter and running at a frame rate of 30 pictures
per second.
2.2. PIC/MCC simulation
The rf discharge is described by a simulation code based on the Particle-In-Cell
approach combined with Monte Carlo treatment of collision processes, PIC/MCC
[55–57]. The code is one-dimensional in space and three-dimensional in velocity space.
The simulations are performed in pure argon, although PIC/MCC simulations of dusty
plasmas have already been reported [58–60]. Our approximation is based on the
assumption that the dust particles represent only a minor perturbation to the plasma,
which is justified for low concentration of dust particles as it is the case in this study.
It has been proven that the simulations can be used to explain the motion of dust
particles qualitatively as described in [40], and the forthcoming analysis also shows the
applicability. The PIC/MCC simulations are performed at pressures between 4 and 12
Pa. Although our simulations are not capable of accounting for any two dimensional
effects, the simulation data are helpful to understand the experimental findings, which
are analyzed in the direction perpendicular to the electrode surfaces only. In the
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Figure 2. Estimated spatial profile of the dust charge based on the standard formula
[21, 62] (Ar, 8 Pa, φ0 = 200 V, θ = 0
◦). The dashed line shows the spatial average
in the plasma bulk, that is used in the manuscript. The location of dust particles in
equilibrium near the lower electrode, which is obtained experimentally, is also shown.
simulations the discharge is driven by a voltage specified by Eq. (1). Electrons are
reflected from the electrode surfaces with a probability of 0.2 and the secondary electron
emission coefficient is set to γ = 0.1. Based on the simulation results, the time averaged
forces acting on dust particles, i.e. the ion drag force, Fi, electrostatic force, Fe and
gravity, Fg, are calculated as a function of the position between the electrodes [40]. Here,
the model of Fi provided by Barnes et al [61] is applied. Fe and Fg are simply expressed
as Fe = QdE and Fg = mdg, where E and md are the time averaged electric field and
mass of dust particles, respectively. The charge of dust particles is calculated based on
the standard formula: Qd = 1400rdTe for isolated dust particles, e.g., by Bonitz [21]
or Piel [62], to be Qd ≈ −3300e in the plasma bulk (see Fig. 2), which is close to
the typical value reported elsewhere [7]. Here e is the elementary charge. The typical
error in the plasma bulk due to the spatial inhomogeneity is estimated to be about 10
%. Finally, the spatial profiles of the potential energy are derived from the net forces
exerted on dust particles.
2.3. Analytical model of the RF sheath driven by an arbitrary voltage waveform
In this section a model of CCRF discharges is combined with the Child-Langmuir
approximation to obtain the main properties of the RF sheath, i.e. the time dependent
sheath width and the spatio-temporal distribution of the potential and electric field
inside the sheath, in an electrically asymmetric capacitive discharge. The goal is
to calculate the time averaged sheath electric field and correlate this field with the
levitation of the dust particles above the powered electrode in case of an adiabatic
phase shift, discussed in section 3.2. The dynamics of the sheath in a ”classical” dual
frequency discharge driven by two substantially different frequencies has been modeled
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using similar approaches [63–65]. According to the model, which has been introduced
in [45, 66, 67], we find the following expression for the sheath voltage at the powered
electrode normalized by φ0:
φ¯sp(t) = −

−εqt +
√
εqt2 − (1− ε)[η¯ + φ¯∼(t)]
1− ε


2
. (2)
Here ε, qt, η¯ and φ¯∼(t) are the symmetry parameter as defined and discussed in [45],
normalized total charge, the dc self bias as well as the applied voltage normalized by
φ0, respectively. Eq. (2) provides the sheath voltage as a function of time. In order
to obtain a spatio-temporal model of the sheath electric field, the collisionless Child-
Langmuir sheath theory [68] can be applied at low pressures of a few Pa. To simplify
the analysis, we restrict ourselves to a one-dimensional scenario. In this approximation,
the maximum width of the sheath adjacent to the powered electrode is expressed as
smax,p =
√
2
3
λDe
(
2
∣∣∣φˆsp∣∣∣ e/Te) 34 , where φˆsp, λDe and Te are the maximum of the sheath
voltage at the powered electrode, the Debye length and the electron temperature at
the sheath edge (in eV), respectively. The time dependent sheath width is given
by the scaling with the sheath voltage: sp(t) = smax,p
(
φsp(t)/φˆsp
) 3
4 . The minimum
voltage drop across the powered sheath, φˆsp < 0, is found from the voltage balance:
φ∼(t) + η = φsp + φsg + φb at the time of minimum applied voltage. Here φsg and
φb are the sheath voltage at the grounded electrode and the bulk voltage, respectively.
Neglecting the floating potential at the grounded sheath and φb yields φˆsp ≈ φ˜min+η, so
that the minimum sheath voltage can easily be deduced from experimentally measured
values, for instance. Here φ˜min is the minimum of the applied voltage. Assuming
that both the electric field and the potential are zero at the sheath edge the spatio-
temporal profile of the electric potential in the sheath region at the powered electrode
(0 ≤ z ≤ sp(t)) is expressed by [69]
φsp(z, t) = −Te
2e
(
3√
2
sp(t)− z
λDe
) 4
3
. (3)
Here z = 0 is the position of the powered electrode. Finally, the spatio-temporal profile
of the electric field in the sheath region is found by differentiation:
Esp(z, t) = −∂φsp(z)
∂z
= −
√
2Te
eλDe
(
3√
2
sp(t)− z
λDe
) 1
3
(4)
Eq. (4) is used to understand the dust motion as a consequence of the adiabatic
(continuous) phase change and to determine the electron density in section 3.2.
2.4. Model to describe the motion of dust particles
The motion of dust particles in plasmas is determinded by the forces exerted on
them [23, 61, 62, 70–72]. Here, we propose a simple analytical model to describe the
one-dimensional transport of dust particles between both sheaths through the plasma
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bulk. Models of the dust motion based on the force balance have already been reported
[18, 73–77]. We would like to emphasize again that the concentration of dust particles
is quite low in this study and they do not disturb the plasma, which is different from
the condition under which these models have been provided. Our approach focuses on
analyzing the particular dust transport which has been obtained experimentally when
changing the phase angle abruptly, and in fact the model proposed here can explain the
experimental results.
Further studies are required to investigate non-Hamiltonian effects [78, 79] and
clarify their role for the physics presented in this work. f In reactors with horizontal plane
parallel electrodes separated by a discharge gap, d, and in the absence of thermophoretic
forces, negatively charged dust particles tend to be confined at the sheath edges, where
the forces exerted on them balance. Right after introducing the dust particles into
the discharge volume, they are typically located around the lower sheath edge due to
gravity. Let us focus on the motion of dust particles between the sheath edge of the
bottom (powered) electrode (z = sp) and the upper (grounded) one (z = d − sg),
e.g., after applying an upward force at the lower equilibium position. Later on, we
will approximate the electrostatic force around the sheath edges as hard walls, i.e.
the particles are instantaneously reflected without any change in their kinetic energy.
This assumption is justified due to the fact that the electrostatic force caused by the
bulk electric field (see Fig. 3) or the interaction between dust particles is negligible
under our condition. One reason for this quite small bulk electrostatic force is the
relatively high ion density in the bulk, which is also realized in the void formation in
dusty plasmas [21, 23]. In contrast to our situation, the electrostatic force is of vital
importance in complex plasmas, where the major contribution of negative charges to
the total charge balance in the bulk is given by the dust particles and not by the
electrons (see e.g., [18, 73, 80]). The inter-particle force, i.e. Coulomb force can be
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Figure 3. Spatial profile of electrostatic force, Fe, ion drag force, Fi, and gravity, Fg,
exerted on dust particles. The spatial profile is obtained from PIC/MCC simulation
(Ar, 8 Pa, φ0 = 200 V, θ = 0
◦).
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comparable to the sheath electrostatic force under certain conditions [81]. This becomes
crucial particularly when the lateral motion of dust particles is discussed. This study is,
however, focused only on their vertical motion. Additionally, dust particles are initially
located only at the lower sheath edge due to the balance between the sheath electrostatic
force and the ion drag force, suggesting that these two forces are dominantly exerted
on the dust particles in this study. Thus, the vertical component of the Coulomb force
is much smaller than the respective component of the sheath electrostatic force and the
ion drag force. In our model, small errors occur only at the bulk side of the sheath
edge (equilibrium position of dust particles) where the electrostatic force is neither close
to zero nor represents a hard wall. The dust particles are assumed not to perturb the
plasma. Within the plasma bulk region, the dust particle motion is associated with the
following force balance:
mdz¨ = −mdg −mdνz˙ + Fi(z). (5)
Here, md, g, ν, and Fi are the mass of a dust particle, the acceleration of gravity,
the frequency of momentum loss due to collisions between dust particles and gas
atoms [62,82], and the ion drag force, respectively. Note that the gas friction force mdνz˙
is derived from the assumption that the velocity of dust particles is much smaller than
the thermal velocity of gas molecules. Therefore, the dependence of ν on the particle
velocity can be neglected. Any interaction between the dust particles, e.g., a repulsive
Coulomb force [17–20, 80, 83], is not taken into account. Although the force profiles
shown in Fig. 3 suggest that gravity can be neglected, we keep the corresponding term
in the force balance to ensure the applicability of the resulting formulae for all types of
particles, e.g., different sizes and/or mass densities (materials).
There are several models of the ion drag force [61, 84, 85] and the analytical
description of this force remains an interesting research topic in itself. There are
discussions in the literature on the validity of the different models. Although more
sophisticated models are available, the Barnes model [61] is applied here in order to
calculate the ion drag force in a simple way. The formula is generally considered to be
accurate at low dust densities as pointed out e.g., in [23, 62], which is the case in this
study. We assume that ni as well as the ion velocity, vi, are expressed by trigonometric
functions, as it results from the basic diffusion estimation in a steady state CCRF
discharge [68]:
ni(z) = ni0 cos
[(
z − d
2
)
π
Λi
]
, (6)
vi(z) = vi0 tan
[(
z − d
2
)
π
Λi
]
. (7)
Here, the maximum ion density, ni0, and ion velocity, vi0, are constants. Λi is the
ion diffusion length; the value is actually close to the distance between the discharge
center and the sheath edges. These input parameters are determined by fitting to the
PIC/MCC simulation data as shown in Fig. 4. The estimated model quantities from
this fitting are ni0 = 6.6 · 1015 m−3, vi0 = 344 m s−1, Λi = 15.5 mm, and d = 23.0 mm,
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respectively. The ion drag force consists of the collection force due to ions hitting the
particle surface and the orbit force due to Coulomb collisions with the drifting ions. In
low pressure CCRF discharges the orbit force [61],
Fi,orb = 4πnivsmib
2
pi/2Γ, (8)
typically dominates. Here, vs, mi, bpi/2 and Γ are the mean ion velocity, the ion mass,
the impact parameter and the Coulomb logarithm [61], respectively:
bpi/2 =
eQd
4πǫ0miv2s
, (9)
Γ =
1
2
ln

 λ2De + b2pi/2
r2d(1− 2eφfmiv2s ) + b2pi/2

 . (10)
Note that these quantities depend on the radius (rd), floating potential (φf), and charge
(Qd) of the dust particles. In this paper, we use the simplifying assumption of the dust
particle charge to be negative and constant: Qd ≈ −3300e as shown in Fig. 2.
In our approach, we neglect the thermal motion of the ions, i.e. the mean ion
velocity vs is given by the drift component, vi:
vs =
(
8kBTi
πmi
+ v2i
) 1
2
≈ vi. (11)
Applying the approximation Fi ≈ Fi,orb ∝ nivi, the ion drag force becomes
Fi(z) = F¯i0 sin
[(
z − d
2
)
π
Λi
]
. (12)
Here, the maximum ion drag force (F¯i0) is a constant. In order to solve Eq. (5)
analytically only the linear variation of the sine function is considered here:
Fi(z) ≈ Fi0
(
z − d
2
)
π
Λi
, (13)
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with Fi0 = 4πmini0vi0b
2
pi/2Γ. The input parameters obtained from Fig. 4 provide
Fi0 = 3.8 · 10−13 N. Equation 13 corresponds to a strong simplification of Fi(z) and
deviations from the exact solution appear, particularly in the regions close to the sheath
edges. However, our aim is to explain the transport of dust particles through the plasma
bulk with this model. In the bulk region, the model is a reasonable approach, since it
includes the most relevant forces in this region. Furthermore, the forthcoming analysis
shows that the basic features of particle motion and the experimental observation of the
dust transport can be explained reasonably well by this approach.
After inserting Eq. (13) into Eq. (5) a second order linear ordinary differential
equation
mdz¨ +mdνz˙ − Fi0
[(
z − d
2
)
π
Λi
]
+mdg = 0 (14)
needs to be solved. Note that Eq. (14) represents a harmonic oscillator in the space
coordinate (z−d/2)π/Λi with frequency
√
Fi0/md, which is externally driven by gravity
and damped by collisions. Finally, using the boundary conditions z(0) = z0 and
z˙(0) = u0, which corresponds to the initial velocity of dust particles, the trajectory
of dust particles is given by
z(t) = [β1 cosh (αt) + β2 sinh (αt)] e
− ν
2
t + δ. (15)
Here, α, β1, β2, and δ are:
α =
√(
ν
2
)2
+
πFi0
mdΛi
, (16)
β1 = x0 − d
2
− mdΛig
πFi0
, (17)
β2 =
(
u0 + β1
ν
2
)
α−1, (18)
δ =
mdΛig
πFi0
+
d
2
. (19)
From this trajectory of the dust particles, the kinetic energy is obtained:
W (t) =
1
2
mdz˙
2(t) =
md
8α2
(
−Aeαt +Be−αt
)2
e−νt, (20)
where A and B are defined as
A = g +
Fi0πd
2mdΛi
− x0 Fi0π
mdΛi
+ u0
(
ν
2
− α
)
, (21)
B = g +
Fi0πd
2mdΛi
− x0 Fi0π
mdΛi
+ u0
(
ν
2
+ α
)
. (22)
Eq. (20) is used to describe the dust energy as a consequence of the abrupt phase change
in section 3.3. This rather complex result will be compared to the simple assumption
that the kinetic energy of the dust particles is not affected by the particular shape of the
potential profile and that the loss of the energy of the dust particles is only due to gas
friction. Then, the velocity and kinetic energy of the dust particles can be estimated as
ud(t) = u0e
− ν
2
t, (23)
W (t) =
1
2
mdu
2
d(t) = W0e
−νt. (24)
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Here W0 is the initial kinetic energy of dust particles. Eq. (24) is used to determine
the potential profile experimentally using the spatial profile of the laser light scattering
(LLS) intensity from dust particles in section 3.3. It should be noted that practically
the dust charge fluctuates and the reflection of the dust particles at the sheath edge is
“soft”. Again, our model aims to describe the dust transport observed in this study in
a simple way, and thus the simple assumption, e.g., a constant dust charge and a rough
approximation of the electrostatic force as a hard wall, is applied here.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. dc self bias control via the EAE in a plasma containing a small amount of dust
Fig. 5 shows the dc self bias, η, obtained from the experiment, as a function of the
phase angle, θ. η is generated as a monotonic function of θ. As described in details
before [45–47, 53, 55, 56, 67, 86], the EAE allows to control the discharge symmetry
electrically. The control range for gas pressures between 2 and 8 Pa and an applied
voltage amplitude of φ0 = 200 V is found to be close to about 45 % of the applied
voltage amplitude. Therefore, a strong change in both the time averaged sheath voltages
(η = 〈φsp(t)〉 + 〈φsg(t)〉) and the maximum sheath voltages as a function of θ can be
expected. η is shifted towards negative values because the discharge setup becomes
effectively geometrically asymmetric due to the parasitic effect of capacitive coupling
between the glass cylinder and the grounded chamber walls [53, 87–91]. This effect
tends to be stronger at higher pressures. It is important to note that in this study no
significant difference of η in cases with and without dust particles is observed, indicating
that the presence of a low dust concentration does not influence the plasma significantly.
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Figure 5. Experimentally obtained dc self bias as a function of the phase angle
θ with and without dust particles for different neutral gas pressures. The applied
voltage amplitude is kept constant at φ0 = 200 V. Solid symbols relate to discharges
without and open symbols to ones with dust particles. Square: 2 Pa, triangle: 4 Pa,
inverted triangle: 8 Pa.
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Therefore, the models described in the previous section are indeed applicable as pointed
out already in section 1 by estimating Havnes’ value P .
3.2. Adiabatic phase change
The dust particles injected into the discharge are initially located at the sheath edge
adjacent to the lower electrode. Any adiabatic (continuous) change of θ leaves the dust
particles at an equilibrium position close to this lower sheath edge as shown in Fig. 6. By
increasing the phase angle from 0◦ to 90◦ adiabatically, the time averaged sheath width
becomes smaller and both the mean and the maximum sheath voltages at the lower
electrode decrease. Therefore, the equilibrium position of the dust particles is shifted
closer towards the electrode. This change of the equilibrium position can be understood
by the electric field profile obtained from the analytical model described in section 2.3
using input parameters of Te = 3 eV and λDe = 644 µm calculated under the assumption
of ne = 4× 1014 m−3 (see lines in Fig. 6). Electron density and temperature are taken
from the PIC/MCC simulations because we applied a glass cylinder to confine the
plasma. Thus, performing Langmuir probe measurements is not possible. We find very
good agreement between the measured LLS and the part of the electric field distribution
at a strength of about -4 kV/m, i.e. where forces exerted on dust particles balance.
When θ is changed from 0◦ to 90◦, the maximum of the time averaged electric field in the
powered electrode sheath, i.e. 〈E〉max found at the electrode, becomes smaller due to the
decrease in the mean sheath voltage. In addition, the change in the shape of the applied
voltage as a function of θ leads to a change in the sheath voltage, φsp(t), which causes a
change in the spatial distribution of the time averaged electric field. As it becomes clear
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Figure 6. Spatial profile of the measured LLS intensity from the dust particles around
the lower electrode as a function of the phase angle θ combined with the electric field
calculated from the analytical model (Ar, 2 Pa, φ0 = 200 V). The observation of the
LLS intensity within the lower region (0 mm ≤ z ≤ 2 mm) is blocked by the aluminum
ring.
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resulting from the model shown in Eq. (4) (Ar, 2 Pa, φ0 = 200 V). Trf = 74 ns. The
sheath reaches the region above dashed line only once per rf period.
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Figure 8. Strength of the time averaged electric field as a function of position
corresponding to Fig. 7. The dashed line is drawn according to that in Fig. 7 (b).
The gradient of the time averaged electric field changes at the boundary indicated by
the dashed line.
from Fig. 7 and 8, the slope of 〈E〉 (z) becomes flatter in the upper part of the sheath
with increasing θ, i.e. the time averaged voltage drop over this region becomes smaller.
In particular, the field is relatively small during the second half of the rf period (see
dashed line in Fig. 7 (b)). Thus, the broadening of the equilibrium position (region of
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bright LLS) is well understood by the analytical model. This correlation analysis of the
dust equilibrium position combined with the spatial electric field profile is applicable
as a diagnostic tool to estimate plasma parameters, i.e. the dust particles can serve as
electrostatic probes [38,39,92–94]. The correlation analysis yields the maximum sheath
extension as the only free fitting parameter, which depends on electron temperature
and density (smax,p ∝ λDe/T 3/4e ∝ n−1/2e T−1/4e ). Hence, smax,p is more sensitive to
changes in the electron density and, if the electron temperature is known, ne can be
obtained assuming that these plasma parameters are constant, independently of θ. In
our discharge configuration, it is not possible to measure Te. However, estimating Te ≈ 3
eV, for instance, results in an electron density of about ne ≈ 4 · 1014 m−3 at the sheath
edge under the condition of Fig. 6 (Ar, 2 Pa and φ0 = 200 V). Note that the charge
of dust particles becomes smaller than that in the plasma bulk when they are closer to
the sheath edge as shown in Fig. 2, i.e. the charge of the dust particles observed in
Fig. 8 might be smaller than -3300e which is assumed as the dust charge in this paper.
Further study is required to discuss this topic in detail.
3.3. Abrupt phase change
When the phase angle is changed abruptly from 90◦ to 0◦, i.e. much faster than the
reaction time scale of the particles, all dust particles are transported upwards into the
plasma bulk and undergo rapid oscillations between the sheaths. Thereafter, a fraction
of the particles reaches the upper sheath region and settles there (see Fig. 9(a)). In this
way, sheath-to-sheath transport is realized [40]. Before discussing the conditions, under
which sheath-to-sheath transport is possible, in more detail, this particle motion should
be understood. As in the case of the adiabatic phase change, dust particles injected into
the discharge are initially located at the sheath edge adjacent to the lower electrode. If
the phase is changed abruptly from 90◦ to 0◦, the dust particles are suddenly located
in a region of high potential due to their inertia. Consequently, they bounce back and
forth between both sheaths, while being decelerated by gas friction (see Fig. 10) [40].
As described in section 2.4, the motion of dust particles is determined by gravity, the
ion drag force pushing the particles out of the bulk towards the sheaths, deceleration
due to friction by collisions with the neutral gas, as well as electrostatic forces due to
the sheath electric field, which basically can be regarded as boundaries, thus spatially
confining the particle motion. Afterwards, they reside inside the potential well at either
the upper or the lower sheath edge [40]. The shape of the potential profile consists of
a peak close to the discharge center, two minima located around the sheath edges and
steep rises inside the sheaths. The difference in the height of the two minima is mainly
caused by gravity in the absence of thermophoretic forces. The term “potential” is valid
only, if the result does not depend on the particle velocity, i.e. if the time scale of the
dust particle motion is the slowest of all time scales of interest here. This condition
is fulfilled: for instance, the thermal motion of both the neutral and the ionized gas
atoms is about two orders of magnitude faster compared to the dust particle motion
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Figure 9. Spatiotemporal profiles of the measured LLS intensity by the dust particles
within the discharge gap (Ar, (a) 8 Pa and (b) 12 Pa, φ0 = 200 V). The abrupt phase
change takes place at t ≈ 0 ms. Observation of the lower region (0 mm ≤ z ≤ 2 mm)
is blocked by the aluminum ring. The upper (diamond and triangle) and lower (circle
and square) points are taken to obtain the upper and lower potential wells in Fig. 11,
respectively. The arrow illustrates the estimation of an initail velocity of u0 ≈ 1 m/s.
(the maximum dust velocity estimated from the experimental results (Fig. 9) is a few
m/s at most). Therefore, the potential profile is provided independently from the dust
velocity.
It is possible to determine this potential distribution qualitatively from the
experimental results. Hence, information on basic plasma properties might be achievable
from this analysis. The shapes of the potential wells at the upper and lower sheath edges
are obtained from the LLS profile (see four kinds of points in Fig. 9(a)). The points
are taken at the contour line, which is both existent in the entire plasma bulk region
and shows a reasonably high intensity. Note that the resulting data points are close to
the region of maximum gradient of the LLS intensity, as well. The upper (diamond and
triangle) and lower (circle and square) points correspond to the confinement regions of
dust particles in the potential wells at the upper and lower sheath edges, respectively.
In order to deduce the potential distribution from them, the temporal evolution of the
energy of the dust particles needs to be known. The simplest model of the dust motion
is applied here, i.e. dust particles lose their kinetic energy only due to gas friction. Using
this approximation allows an analytical treatment of W (t) by using Eq. (24). Using
the data points shown in Fig. 9 (a) and replacing the time scale by the corresponding
energy, the potential profile shown in Fig. 11 is obtained. Here, the potential energy
scale is normalized by the initial energy of the dust particles. An estimation yields
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Figure 10. Model of sheath-to-sheath transport of dust particles [40]. The potential
profile is calculated from PIC/MCC simulation data (Ar, 4 Pa, φ0 = 200 V). L1 and
L2 are the widths of the upper and lower potential wells, respectively, at θ = 0
◦.
W0 ≈ mdu20/2 ≈ 1.8 × 10−15 J (11 keV) for an initial velocity of u0 ≈ 1 m/s, which
was obtained from the spatiotemporal profile of the LLS intensity by the dust particles
(see arrow in Fig. 9). Taking into account the uncertainty in W0, we restrict ourselves
to a qualitative discussion of the potential profile in this study. Comparing this profile
to the one calculated from the simulation data shown in Fig. 12, we see that the
position of the lower potential minimum agrees well between the experiment and the
PIC simulation (z ≈ 5.7 mm). In the experiment the upper minimum is located at
18.6 mm, whereas the position in the simulation is 16.9 mm. This difference is probably
caused by the effective geometrical asymmetry of the discharge in the experiment, which
is also indicated by the self bias voltage, η (see 8 Pa case in Fig. 5). In the PIC simulation
the discharge is geometrically symmetric, thus yielding a symmetric dc self bias curve
(η(θ = 0◦) = −η(θ = 90◦) ≈ −52 V) and a wider sheath compared to the experiment
at the grounded side for all θ. The lowest part of the potential curve resulting from
the experimental data cannot be obtained by this approach (see the curve at around
z = 5 mm in Fig. 11), since the residual spatial distribution is caused by the residual
energy,Wr, of dust particles in equilibrium position due to thermal motion and Coulomb
interaction, respectively, as well as the spatial resolution of the optical measurements
(see the LLS intensity from dust particles after 100 ms in Fig. 9), which are neglected
in our simple model. Except for this region, the dust particles can be used as probes to
determine the potential, which depends on plasma properties via Fi(z) and Fe(z), in a
major part of the discharge region. The probability for the trapping of dust particles at
the upper sheath, Ptrans might be roughly estimated by the width of the upper potential
well divided by the sum of the widths of the lower and upper potential wells , which is
expressed as L1/(L1 + L2), in the simple approximation made above (see Fig. 10) [40].
Here L1 and L2 are the widths of the upper and lower potential wells, respectively. The
probability calculated this way is about 0.5 for the experiment for 8 Pa and φ0=200 V,
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Figure 11. Potential profile at θ = 0◦ obtained from the measured 2DLLS intensity
shown in Fig. 9 (a) using a simple model. The potential energy scale is normalized by
a rough estimation of the initial energy of the dust particles.
which agrees well with that calculated for the simulation potential profile.
Furthermore, the potential profile can be used to obtain input parameters for the
analytical model of dust transport described in section 2.4. For this model the potential
profile in the plasma bulk is obtained by integrating Eq. (14). Due to the small-angle
approximation for the ion drag force (Eq. (13)) the potential profile is expressed by
a simple parabola: U(z) = U0 −
[
Fi,0 (z − d) zpi2Λi −mdgz
]
, where U0 is an integration
constant. The model curve resulting from fits of equations 6 and 7 to PIC simulation
data is shown in Fig. 12. One can find a difference of the central maxima of the potential
profile obtained from PIC/MCC simulation for θ = 90◦ and 0◦. This is derived from the
spatial profiles of the ion drag force (mainly orbit force), i.e. the direction of the ion drag
force changes at the center of the plasma bulk [40] and the gradient of the force profile
for θ = 90◦ in this region is steeper than that for θ = 0◦, resulting in the difference of
the central maxima for θ = 90◦ and 0◦. The model shows reasonable agreement with
the potential profile using the exact values from the PIC/MCC simulation within the
plasma bulk. As discussed above, deviations can be observed close to the sheath edges,
e.g., due to the simplified treatment of the electrostatic force as a hard wall.
Figure 13 shows the trajectories of dust particles calculated from Eq. (15) and
using the input parameters given above, for different values of the initial velocity. Right
after the time of the abrupt phase shift all dust particles gain a certain initial velocity.
If the initial velocity is below u0 ≈ 1.0 m/s, they cannot overcome the central maximum
of the potential and bounce only inside the lower potential well. Dust particles with
the initial velocity above u0 ≈ 1.25 m/s travel through the whole plasma bulk just after
the phase shift. Dust particles with an initial velocity of u0 ≈ 1.5 m/s oscillate back
and forth in the bulk region. However, their final equilibrium position is again located
around the lower sheath. Therefore, from the model the initial velocity to realize the
sheath-to-sheath transport is found at certain intervals, e.g., dust particles having u0
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Figure 12. Potential profile calculated from PIC/MCC simulations data (Ar, 8 Pa,
φ0=200 V). The model curve resulting from fits of equations 6 and 7 to PIC simulation
data is shown, as well.
Table 1. Summary of the effective transport of dust particles through the plasma
bulk obtained in this study, depending on the initial velocity (Ar, 8 Pa, φ0 = 200
V). Odd number of Ntrans realizes sheath-to-sheath transport, while even number of
Ntrans does not.
u0 (m/s) 1.00 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0
Ntrans 0 1 2 2 3
= 2.0 m/s end up in the upper potential minimum while those having u0 = 1.75 m/s
do not. The conclusion obtained from Fig. 13 can be summarized by introducing the
number of passages of dust particles through the plasma bulk, Ntrans. Any odd number
of Ntrans means that sheath-to-sheath transport is realized, whereas even numbers of
Ntrans correspond to a final position close to the initial position at the lower sheath edge
(table 1). We also note that the trajectory of u0 ≈ 1.25 m/s obtained from the model
agrees well with the experimental result (Fig. 9(a)).
Using Eq. (20) the time evolution of the kinetic energy of the dust particles after
the abrupt phase shift is obtained as shown in Fig. 14. An anharmonic oscillation is
superimposed on the simple assumption of an exponential decay of the dust velocity (Eq.
(24)) as a function of time. The sharp edges in this oscillations are due to the treatment
of the electrostatic forces as hard walls. When the dust particles bounce between the
sheath edges, they do not just lose their kinetic energy on long timescales, but they also
gain kinetic energy temporarily due to the ion drag force while moving from the discharge
center towards the sheaths. However, the kinetic energy stays below W0e
−νt between
t = 0 and the time of trapping in one of the two potential wells. This is because the
potential profile leads to a deceleration of the dust particles just after the abrupt phase
change. Therefore, the dust particles spend even more time on their way to the upper
sheath and undergo more collisions with the neutral gas, resulting in enhanced friction
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losses. The information on the trajectory and energy provided by the analytical model
of dust transport is useful for the optimization of their transport: it can be understood
that a monoenergetic initial distribution within one of the velocity intervals allowing
sheath-to-sheath transport, e.g., u0 ≈ 1.25 m/s in the case discussed here, is favorable
to transport as many particles as possible to the upper sheath. Moreover, the outcome
of the model suggests that the rough estimation of the probability of successful particle
transport, Ptrans, given above might overestimate the fraction of particles residing at
the upper sheath edge, because the energy loss on the way from the upper sheath to
the potential peak is much smaller than the energy loss occuring on the way from the
lower sheath to the peak. In general, this model only requires the peak ion density in
the discharge center and the electron temperature as input parameters, which could be
measured by other diagnostic methods. However, there is no simple access to apply
such methods in our experimental setup. The upgrading of the experimental setup to
obtain these key parameters is required for our further study.
3.4. Classification of transport conditions
We now turn to the discussion of conditions, under which sheath-to-sheath transport is
possible. The key parameter for this transport is the rapid change of the dc self bias,
∆η, which can be easily controlled between ∆ηmin = 0 and ∆ηmax = η(90
◦)− η(0◦) by
choosing certain intervals of the change in the phase angle (see Fig. 5). As shown in
Fig. 15, a threshold value of ∆η¯ is apparently required to achieve the transport of a
fraction of the particles to the upper equilibrium position. Here the difference of nor-
malized dc self bias ∆η¯ is given by ∆η¯ = [η(θ2) − η(θ1)]/φ0 in case of the phase shift
from θ1 to θ2. The threshold increases with pressure, due to the increasing collision-
ality and, even more important, a stronger ion drag force, i.e. the central peak in the
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Figure 13. Trajectory of dust particles calculated from the model for different initial
velocities (Ar, 8 Pa, φ0=200 V). The input parameter fitted on the data calculated
from PIC/MCC simulations (see Fig. 12) are used.
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Figure 14. Time evolution of the kinetic energy of dust particles after the abrupt
phase shift according to the u0 = 1.25 m/s case in Fig. 13 (Ar, 8 Pa, φ0 = 200 V).
potential distribution becomes higher with increasing pressure. Therefore, it becomes
more difficult for the particles to overcome this potential barrier. If ∆η¯ is smaller than
the threshold, sheath-to-sheath transport is not realized: the dust particles reach a cer-
tain position below this potential peak and are forced towards the equilibrium position
around the lower electrode sheath again (see Fig. 9(b)). In this case, similar to the
adiabatic phase change, information on the local plasma properties might be gained
from this disturbance of the particle distribution. In particular, we observe that the
maximum displacement of the dust particles strongly depends on global parameters,
such as pressure and voltage, in the experiment. However, a very good spatio-temporal
resolution of the LLS measurements is required, which is not provided in our experiment.
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Figure 15. Experimentally obtained classification of the dust particle transport as a
function of ∆η¯ and pressure. The voltage amplitude is kept at φ0 = 200 V for p <10
Pa and φ0 = 200-240 V for p ≥10 Pa, respectively.
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Figure 16. Normalized measured LLS intensity from dust particles around the upper
sheath edge (Iupper/Iall) as a parameter of ∆η¯ for the abrupt phase shift (Ar, 4 Pa,
φ0 = 200 V). Iupper/Iall is obtained by dividing the sum of the LLS intensity from
dust particles around the upper sheath edge by that from dust particles around both
sheath edges.
At low pressures, the sheath-to-sheath transport is possible within a wide range of ∆η¯
(see Fig. 15). However, as it has been motivated by the model results shown in Fig.
13, the fraction of dust particles might vary as a function of ∆η¯. Figure 16 shows the
normalized LLS intensity from dust particles around the upper sheath edge (Iupper/Iall)
as a function of ∆η¯, for the abrupt phase shift. A low pressure of 4 Pa has been applied
here. Iupper/Iall is obtained by dividing the sum of the LLS intensity from dust particles
around the upper sheath edge by that from dust particles around both sheath edges.
The maximum of Iupper/Iall is seen at ∆η¯ = 23%, and sheath-to-sheath transport is not
achieved for ∆η¯ < 16%. These results indicate that the optimum initial velocity for
sheath-to-sheath transport is slightly above the minimum value where sheath-to-sheath
transport is realized. It also becomes clear that the change in the dc self bias, ∆η¯, for
the efficient sheath-to-sheath transport is found at a certain interval, e.g., dust particles
are transported efficiently for η¯ = 48% and η¯ = 23%, while they are not for η¯ = 41% (see
Fig. 16). The initial velocity of dust particles, u0, is controlled by changing ∆η¯, since
the temporally averaged sheath voltage depends almost linearly on the dc self bias [95]
and it can be approximated that the initial energy of the dust particles is proportional
to the change of the mean sheath voltage. Hence, u0 ∝
√
∆η¯ and these results support
the model of the dust motion described above (Fig. 13).
4. Conclusion
The opportunities of controlling the transport of dust particles via the EAE have been
discussed using the results of experiment, simulations, and analytical models. For these
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models, it has been confirmed that the dust particles do not significantly perturb the
electrical properties of the discharge. In the case of an adiabatic tuning of the phase angle
between the applied harmonics the dust particles are kept at an equilibrium position
close to the lower sheath edge and their levitation is correlated with the time averaged
electric field profile. This might provide the opportunity to estimate the electron density
by using the dust particles as electrostatic probes. In the case of an abrupt phase shift
(90◦ → 0◦) the dust particles are transported upwards, i.e. they move between both
sheaths through the plasma bulk. The trajectory as well as the temporal evolution of the
dust particle energy are well understood using an analytical model. It is found that an
initial velocity of the dust particles of about 1.25 m/s is required to push them over the
potential hill located around the center of the plasma bulk. Thus, changing the applied
voltage waveform via the EAE allows transporting a fraction of the dust particles from
the equilibrium position around the lower sheath edge to the one at the upper electrode
sheath, i.e. sheath-to-sheath transport is realized. The model also predicts that the
initial velocity to realize sheath-to-sheath transport is found at certain intervals, which
is in agreement with the dependence of the probability of sheath-to-sheath transport
(fraction of LLS intensity at the upper sheath edge) on the change in the dc self bias
found in the experiment. Furthermore, a certain threshold value of the rapid change
of the dc self bias is required to achieve sheath-to-sheath transport. If the change in
the dc self bias lies below the threshold value, the dust particles move within the lower
potential well. Due to an increase in the collisionality and in the height of the potential
peak, the threshold increases and the displacement decreases as a function of neutral
gas pressure.
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